Heat' n Bond Ultra Hold

da: Therm O Web, Inc.

Modello: STOCEN-3501A

This iron-on adhesive is the crafters choice over traditional fusible webs. It has a no-sew bond that is 3 times stronger than other webs. Adhesive can be used with a wide range of materials such as fabric, foil, lame, felt, suede, cardboard, leather and wood.

Price is for a cut of about: 50cm. x 44cm.

Price: € 3.19 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Heat' n Bond Lite

da: Therm O Web, Inc.

Modello: STOCEN-MN-3524

HeatnBond® Lite is a paper backed, iron-on, sewable, double-sided adhesive for bonding fabric without extra weight or stiffness. Use it in place of pinning or basting for appliqué shapes on quilts, wall hangings and attire. Draw or print directly on the paper backing to easily design appliqué pieces!
Price is for a cut of about: 50cm. x 44cm.

Price: € 3.10 (incl. VAT)